NOT WORE BUT ECHOES. MORE HONOURS
At this time, to join the earlier publications of my earlier work by
Wasmuth in Berlin in 1910, Holland contributed by the way of the fine
art publication Wendingen, a splendid volume. I had never expected any-
thing like it, nor had I known anything about this one. I suspect no
architect ever had a greater tribute than this one: Wendingen, a Dutch-
English-German fine art publication, organ of a group of some nineteen
architects, sculptors and painters of Holland and Belgium, It was edited by
the distinguished architect, H. Th. Wijdeveld. In Holland they said that
but for my work the modern architecture of Holland would not have
existed. So Wijdeveld easily found support for this work. There are now
many publications if that work is to end now. Four in German, two in
Japanese, two in French, one in Czech. None yet in my own country,
however. Honorary membership in Academic Royale d'Anvers, an
ancient Flemish academic institution of the fine arts beginning as far back
as Rembrandt and Franz Halls, came as another surprise. An honorary
membership too in the German Royal Acadernie, first recognition of
modern architecture by the Reich. These and other appreciations from
European contemporaries reached me at this time when for several years
I had walked the streets of many American cities, an exile with the now all
too familiar worm's-eye view of society.
After four years of such exile from Taliesin—and from Architecture, it
is much the same thing—I again began work on more definite plans for
Mr. Johnson's cantilever office building, the standardized gas-station, San
Marcos in the Desert, and especially upon St. Mark's Tower. Meantime
the mutilated box had appeared in the offing. The box offering itself as
new and naming itself the 'international' style.
Yes, now the ideal of an organic architecture, gone abroad, comes back
deformed, turned up on the ground edgewise. So it names itself an inter-
national style? As though any universal 'style' were not more than ever
offensive, now. Of course, undemocratic.
But a certain eclectic emulation by the perennial novice is seen along
the much too obvious, extremely meagre lines of this new candidate offer-
ing itself for a 'style*. Emulation, too, begins to show itself. Architects, by
nature born propagandists, begin to push this offshoot or left branch of
modem architecture by characteristic propaganda, by advertisement & la
mode. Little cliques keep forming within the original clique, all of them
trading upon the narrow margins of an 'originality* meanwhile carefully
concealing actual origins. All and each in turn, or out of it, pushing each
other aside while all alike as two peas in a pod. All denying the pod
thotagh, and especially denying the vine on which the pod containing the
peas grew. Small matter* But poor Usonia! Because of her ubiquitous
%$Uitf she is prone to this sort of thing it seems beyond all other lands,
Baft mbf ? Why have these United States of America never allowed them-
seires to team something of architecture? As for my own place in my own
at tMs peculiar moment of bogus-renaissance, along came
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